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Being ethical means following accepted moral standards. Applied to the work environment, it means that an ethical person has a higher standard than just avoiding a particular behavior or practice because it is illegal. The important thing is that it may be the wrong thing to do morally. Ethics can be
applied to all aspects of business, from accounting to customer service. Being ethical in accounting means that you keep your business's financial information accurate to the best of your ability, that you don't falsify records and you don't move money around to make the company look more sound than it
is. Keeping accurate financial records is crucial in all companies, especially those that report the information to shareholders. Mixing funds among accounts can make a business look healthier than it is by hiding problems; this may mislead investors. Or it can be done to make the company look weaker
than it actually is to lower the tax burden. Some transfer of funds between accounts is perfectly legal. But if it is done to give the impression that the company is doing better or worse than it is, it is considered ethical. Customer service is where a lot of ethical problems arise. Customer service employees,
or those who work in retail, are not always completely truthful with customers. This is not always illegal, but it is unethical. An example of this would be a bait-and-switch sale, where a company advertises an item is for sale but does not have this item in stock. The goal is to get the customer in the door
and then sell him a more expensive product. Customers must be able to depend on the companies they patronize. Companies that operate without ethical practices risk losing their customers. Quality control is used to ensure that the product produced is up to standards. An ethical company would not
send out a product that is not within the industry's safety or quality parameters. But some companies set different standards for the same product depending on who it is sold to. This is not illegal and is a normal business practice, but some consider it unethical. An example might be the different standards
in tyre valves sold to car companies and stores. Car companies have a higher standard for what they expect in the tire valves they buy. Retail modes often do not set the same standard to the manufacturer. Having more than one standard for the same product opens the door for a company to be accused
of being unethical because it applies different standards to different classes of customers. Is it okay to take pills to help you ace exams? Are you going to be able to choose the gender of your child? Is abortion murder? These controversial issues will be explored by Manga in this bioethics course.
Bioethics is an interdisciplinary field of study that investigates the ethical, legal and social consequences of life health care. This course will help you understand important ethical issues surrounding crucial problems that deeply affect your life from birth to death. This course will help you understand
important ethical issues surrounding crucial problems that deeply affect your life from birth to death. Topics include: Reproductive technologies such as surrogacy and sex-selection of baby Informed consent Abortion The use of medical technology in order to improve Euthanasia Donor Organ
Transplantation Cloning Technology ES Cells and iPS cells Longevity and eternal life brain death and organ transplants You will also learn about ethical arguments and regulations in Japan and other countries on life sciences and health care. Our hope is that through this course better understand and
formulate own opinions on these important issues. DISCLAIMER : The purpose of this course is to present different arguments and perspectives on a number of different topics about bioethics. In other words, this course does NOT aim to instill in its audience any particular perspective, religious or
otherwise, on each subject. No previous knowledge of bioethics is needed. What to Learn: Basic Terms for Bioethics Basics of Ethical Arguments How Decisions Are Made on Critical Bioethics Regulations and Public Policy Related to Bioethical Issues in Japan and Other Countries Week 1: Ethics
Assisted Reproductive Technology What Is Assisted Reproductive Technology? Sex Selection Pros &amp; Cons of Sex Selection Ethical Issues Associated with Assisted Reproductive Technology Week 2: The Ethics of Truth-Telling Cancer and Its Disclosure in Japan Pros &amp; Cons of Cancer
Disclosure Paternalism &amp; Self-Consent Informed &amp; Patient-Centered Medicine Week 3: Is Abortion Murder? Current situation of abortion in Japan ethical discussions in Japan ethical discussions in Europe &amp; America social problems related to abortion week 4: What's wrong with
Enhancement? Use of Medical Technology for Enhancement the Ethical Pros and Cons of Enhancement – The Anti-Use Position The Ethical Pros and Cons of Enhancement – Where Is Improvement Technologies Heading? Week 5: Is Euthanasia wrong? Euthanasia and Death with Dignity Japanese
Cases of Euthanasia For and Against Euthanasia Palliative Medicine Living Wills Week 6: Living-Donor Organ Transplant Organ Transplantation History of Organ Transplantation Living-Donor Organ Transplantation and Ethical Problems Organ Trafficking Living-Donor Organ Transplants: Exceptions or
Rule? Week 7: Cloning Technology Media Reports on the Birth of Dolly the Cloned Sheep and the Birth of a Human Clone Two Purposes Cloning and Ethical Controversy Regulation of Human Cloning Discussion with the Instructor - Part 1 Week 8: ES cells and iPS cells production of ES cells and
regenerative medicine to ES Cell Production Production of iPS Cells Problems by iPS Cells Week 9: Lifespan and Eternal Life of Human Life in the Past, Present, and Future Effects of Life-Extension Technologies on the Individual Effects of Life-Extension Technologies on Society Discussion with the
Instructor – Part 2 Week 10: Brain Death and Organ Transplants Organ Transplantation Act and Its Revision in Japan Process of Organ Donation Ethical Controversies Over Death Brain 1 Ethical Controversy Over Brain Death 2 Receive an Instructor-Signed Certificate with The Institution's Logo for to
verify your performance and increase your job prospectsAdd the certificate to your RESUME or RESUME, or post it directly on LinkedInGive yourself an extra incentive to complete the courseEdX, a nonprofit, relying on verified certificates to help fund free education for everyone globallyIt was much more
fun than I studied life ethics alone. I could read the opinion of the person in different countries and could have a valuable experience. Thank you very much for your advice. This course has two goals. The first goal is to introduce you to key issues in ethics. What makes your life go better or worse for you?
Can ethics be objective? What are the most important historical approaches in ethics? What do you owe others? The second goal is to make you think rigorously about ethical issues yourself. This will help you develop your critical reasoning and argumentative skills more generally. Studying philosophy is
valuable in itself, but it is also excellent preparation for a variety of other areas. Philosophy majors do exceptionally well in GRE, GMAT and LSAT, for example. See here for more information. This course offers instructor grading. If you choose to complete a verified certificate, a professional philosopher
will carefully read, grade and comment on your work. We believe that this is the best way to learn philosophy. Verified students will be eligible for the MITx Philosophy Award and (for high school students) the MITx High School Philosophy Award. The awards will be awarded by the MIT Philosophy
Department for outstanding written work. The laureates will be profiled on the MIT Philosophy Department website. See there for more information and profiles of winners from previous years. You will learn to think about difficult ethical issues in a rigorous and disciplined way. You will learn about the most
important ethical theories, and how to apply them to real cases. Lecture 1: What is ethics? PART 1: WHAT MAKES YOUR LIFE GO BETTER OR WORSE FOR YOU? Lecture 2: Hedonism — It's about pleasure and pain Lecture 3: Desire Satisfaction — It's about getting what you want Lecture 4:
Objective theories — It's about what's worth wanting Lecture 5: Death — Is Death Bad for You? PART 2: CAN BE OBJECTIVE? Lecture 6: Objectivity and God God Ethics without divine command Lecture 7: Relativism — Ethics over Cultures Lecture 8: Moral Epistemology — Knowing Right from Error
PART 3: HISTORY OF ETHICS Lecture 9: Bentham and mill — Utilitarianism Lecture 10: Edge I — Deontology For 11: Edge II — Deontology Lecture 12: Aristotle — Virtue Ethics PART 4: HOW YOU Relate TO SECOND Lecture 13: Respect ing Rights — Carriage Problem Lecture 14 : What You Owe
To Needy Strangers Lecture 15 : What you owe to future people Lecture 16: What you owe to non-human animalsReceive an instructor-signed certificate with the institution logo to verify your performance and increase your job prospectsAdd the certificate to your RESUME or resume, or post it directly on
LinkedInGive you an additional incentive to complete the courseEdX, a nonprofit, relying on verified certificates to help fund free education for all globallyTyvhonestly, students from one or more of the following countries or regions not be able to register for this course: Iran, Cuba and the Crimea region of
Ukraine. While edX has applied for licenses from the U.S. Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) to offer our courses to students in these countries and regions, the licenses we have received are not wide enough to allow us to offer this course in all locations. EdX deeply regrets that U.S. sanctions
prevent us from offering all of our courses to everyone, no matter where they live. Live.
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